This paper presents a modeling of thin sheets. An interface condition based on analytical solution is used to avoid a fine mesh. This condition is integrated in a time-domain discontinuous Galerkin method to evaluate the shielding effectiveness. This approach is validated by a comparison with analytical solution. 2-D and 3-D cavities are simulated to illustrate the efficiency of the condition.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ANY problems in electromagnetic compatibility require adequate numerical approaches to evaluate shielding effectiveness. The ability to model features that are small relative to the cell size is often important in electromagnetic simulations. This may lead to subsequent increase in memory and execution time due to a refined mesh around small details of the geometry. In addition, the quality of the mesh can be strongly affected. The impact of thin sheets is even more so consequent for the time-domain computations.
To avoid the spatial discretization of thin sheets, different interface conditions have been proposed. In the frequency domain, interface condition is developed using analytical solutions [1] . This condition can be included in a 3-D model [2] . In the time domain, an inverse Fourier or Laplace transform is combined to a convolution product. Many papers have been devoted to implement this approach in the FDTD method [3] - [5] . Nevertheless, the stair casing error present in the FDTD method may affect significantly the numerical results.
The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is a powerful approach for solving time-dependent problems [6] . It is based on the local solution of the equations in each cell and uses flux terms to connect adjacent elements. It has the advantage of the unstructured mesh and high spatial order scheme unlike the conventional FDTD. Such a high spatial scheme can reduce the dispersive error induced by the low level of the spatial approximation in the FDTD.
In this paper, a sheet interface condition is built to replace a thin sheet. A general time-domain formulation is proposed to consider the physical characteristics of the sheet. The approach is based on rational approximation and a recursive algorithm to compute the convolution products. For low frequencies (when the skin depth is larger than the thickness), a simplified expression is derived. This interface condition is implemented in a DG module of the software GMSH [7] .
where is the permittivity of the medium and μ is its permeability. The current density of the conductive medium is such as J = σ E, with σ the conductivity.
The DG variational formulation of (1) in each element T is given by [6] 
where φ and ψ are the test functions.
The interface terms between adjacent elements are evaluated using numerical fluxes ( n × E) num and ( n × H ) num given by [6 
where
The − denotes the values in the current element and + for the adjacent element. For α = 0, centered fluxes are obtained and the numerical scheme is only dispersive [8] . For α = 1, upwind fluxes are obtained and the numerical scheme is additionally dissipative [6] .
For simulations, an implicit second-order Runge-Kutta scheme that permits a large time step is considered for time discretization, and a first spatial order with upwind fluxes is used for the spatial scheme.
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III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTERFACE CONDITION
The electromagnetic field equations in the sheet are considered in 1-D and in the frequency domain [1] ∂
where , μ, and σ are, respectively, the permittivity, the permeability, and the conductivity of the sheet ( Fig. 1 ), its thickness is d.
Using the analytical 1-D solution of (4), the electromagnetic fields on the both sides of the sheet are connected by
where γ is the planar propagation constant
and η is the intrinsic impedance of the sheet
This relation can be rewritten as an impedance relation for a layer
with
The time-domain relation of (8) is a convolution product
where z 1 and z 2 are, respectively, the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) ofẑ 1 andẑ 2 . Let note ( E 0 , H 0 ) and ( E d , H d ) the fields on the sides of the sheet and n the outward unit normal. The relation (10) can be reformulated with tangential components of the fields in the general case and becomes
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SHEET CONDITION
A. General Sheet Condition
The implementation of the relation (11) is performed in two steps, the first step consists to compute the IFT of the impedance functionsẑ 1 andẑ 2 . The second step consists in computing the convolution production between the impedance functions and the magnetic fields.
The impedance functionsẑ 1 andẑ 2 are characterized by a wideband spectrum. Evaluation of their discrete IFT has a significant time cost and sometimes the results are not very accurate. The equivalent rational approximations are considered in the frequency domain using the vector fitting procedure [9] .
The rational approximations of the impedance functions defined in (9) are
where z i,0 are the asymptotic high-frequency value ofẑ i (ω), R i,k is the kth residue, p i,k is the kth pole, and N i the number of poles of the rational approximation.
The IFT is calculated analytically from the rational approximation, the transient impedance functions are
The convolution integrals are determined numerically using the piecewise linear recursive formulation proposed in [10] . The numerical formulation of the relation (11) for the mth time iteration is written as
for j ∈ {−, +}, i ∈ {1, 2}, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., N i } and the time step t.
For an interface representing the sheet, let consider H 0 ) the fields for the current element −, and ( E + , H + ) = ( E d , H d ) the fields for the adjacent element +. The resulting flux terms for the current element for this interface are obtained by taking only the magnetic field for the current element, and the electric field is taken from the second expression of the relation (14)
(16)
B. Simplified Sheet Condition
For the low frequencies, the electric fields are supposed constant inside the sheet, and ω σ . When ω −→ 0, ω can be neglected. The impedance and the propagation constant can be rewritten as
The asymptotic behavior of (ẑ 1 +ẑ 2 ) is
The relation (10) is rewritten using the average of the electric field
A simple form of (11) is obtained by supposing the average of the electric fields on the sides of the sheet
(20)
The resulting flux terms for this simplified sheet condition are
These flux terms are independent of the recursive procedure, and are the same complexity as an ordinary flux terms. This condition is valid when the thickness of the sheet is smaller than the skin depth.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. 1-D Validation Test
To validate the general sheet condition, E = (0, 0, E z ), H = (0, H y , 0), and two vacuum mediums separated by a conducting sheet are considered. The permittivity, the permeability, the conductivity, and the thickness of this sheet are, respectively, = 5 0 , μ = 5μ 0 , σ = 2000 S/m, and d = 1 mm, where 0 and μ 0 are the permittivity and the permeability of the vacuum medium (Fig. 1) . This sheet is illuminated by an harmonic plane wave for different frequencies. The skin depth varies between 1 and 0.22 mm. Let note E i , E t the incident and the transmitted electric fields. The shielding effectiveness for the electric field (SE E ) is defined by the following expression: The same sheet is illuminated by an incident Gaussian pulse. The minimum of the skin depth is 0.3 mm. The computed solution using the general sheet interface is compared with the solution obtained when the sheet is meshed in Fig. 3 . The difference is also negligible and demonstrates that the transient regime is also considered.
This condition is also valid for low conductivities, even if the wavelength is smaller than the skin depth. For σ = 10 −4 S/m, the error of the transmitted electric field between analytical and computed solutions remains less than 1%.
These examples validate the sheet condition for the general case.
B. 2-D Cavity
Let us consider 50 cm × 40 cm cavity. A 10-cm aperture is located on the front side. The characteristics of the walls are = 0 , μ = μ 0 , σ = 50 S/m, and d = 1 mm (Fig. 4) . This cavity is illuminated by the Gaussian pulse used in the 1-D example. The incident field is normal to the aperture. This pulse excites the frequencies up to 1 GHz and the minimum of the skin depth is 4.5 mm.
The solution is computed for two cases. The first case using the simplified sheet condition and the second when the sheet is meshed. For the first case, 3000 elements are used. For the second case, 13 000 elements are used with 10 000 elements only for the walls of 1-mm thickness. A personal computer 3.05-GHz Pentium is used. The time cost of simulation is 4 h for the first case and 20 h for the second.
In Fig. 5 , the electric field in the center of the cavity is shown. This example illustrates the efficiency of the condition for problems with thin conductive walls.
C. 3-D Cavity
A transient scattering problem is studied. Let consider a 3-D cavity (Fig. 6 ) [11] , whose dimensions are a = 300 mm, b = 120 mm, d = 300 mm, l = 100 mm, w = 5 mm, and t = 1 mm.
This cavity is illuminated by the previous incident Gaussian pulse. Different cases of conductivity of the walls are compared: σ = 200 S/m, σ = 50 S/m and perfect electric conductor (PEC). For finite conductivities, the simplified sheet condition is used. A fast Fourier transform is applied to the electric field in the center of the cavity, and the shielding effectiveness is plotted in Fig. 7 . The result obtained for the PEC case is similar to the analytical formulation [11] . For the finite conductivities, the shielding effectiveness is lower and the resonance peaks are attenuated.
VI. CONCLUSION
An interface condition to avoid the mesh of thin sheets is presented. It allows a reduction of the computational time cost. The interface condition is implemented in a 3-D timedomain DG method and is validated. Future developments will extend the interface condition for the case of multilayer and heterogeneous material.
